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PREFACE
PREFACE
This volume contains full-length papers of contributions presented at MARINE 2017, the 
Seventh International Conference on Computational Methods in Marine Engineering, 
held at La Cité Nantes Events Center, Nantes, France, 15-17 May 2017. 
The conference program includes 7 plenary lectures and 164 contributions articulated 
in 7 contributed sessions and 11 invited sessions organised by recognised experts. A 
total of 92 full-length papers have been submitted by authors and are presented in the 
volume.
MARINE 2017 is the seventh international conference on this topic organized in the 
framework of the Thematic Conferences of the European Community on Computational 
Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS). The first edition of this series of conferences 
was held in Oslo, Norway, in June 2005, with following editions every second year, in 
Barcelona, Spain, June 2007, in Trondheim, Norway, June 2009, in Lisbon, Portugal, 
September 2011, in Hamburg, Germany, May 2013, and, finally in Rome, Italy, June 
2015.
In the wake of previous editions, the objective of MARINE 2017 is to provide “a meeting 
place for researchers developing computational methods and scientists and engineers 
focusing on challenging applications in Marine Engineering”. The state of the art in 
computational approaches is addressed in sessions on computational fluid dynamics, 
design and optimization, fluid-structure interaction with a specific focus on ship 
hydrodynamics. In addition, MARINE 2017 gives special attention to themes related 
to marine renewable energy technologies, sailing and yacht engineering, erosion and 
cavitation.
MARINE 2017 is organized in the framework of the Thematic Conferences of the 
European Community on Computational Methods in Applied Sciences (ECCOMAS). 
Moreover, MARINE 2017 is a Special Interest Conference of the International Association 
for Computational Mechanics (IACM). The special support from NUMECA International 
is also gratefully acknowledged. The conference is jointly organized by Centrale Nantes, 
the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) and by the International 
Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering (CIMNE) in co-operation with the Technical 
University of Catalonia (UPC). 
Our sincere appreciation goes to plenary lecturers, invited session organizers and all 
authors who have contributed to the outstanding scientific quality of the conference as 
reflected in the proceedings. Finally, we wish to thank Mr. Alessio Bazzanella and the 
staff from the Congress Department of CIMNE, Barcelona, Spain, for their excellent work 
in the support of the conference organization and for the publication of this volume.
Nantes, 15th of May 2017
Michel Visonneau, Patrick Queutey, David Le Touzé (ECN-CNRS), Editors
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Abstract. In this paper we use the CFD toolbox OpenFOAM to perform numerical 
simulations of multiple floating point absorber Wave Energy Converters (WECs) in a 
numerical wave basin. The two-phase Navier-Stokes fluid solver is coupled with a motion 
solver to simulate the wave-induced rigid body heave motion. The key of this paper is to 
extend numerical simulations of a single WEC unit to multiple WECs and to tackle the issues 
of modelling individual floating objects close to each other in an array lay-out. The developed 
numerical model is validated with laboratory experiments for free decay tests and for a 
regular wave train using two or five WECs in the array. For all the simulations presented, a 
good agreement is found between the numerical and experimental results for the WECs’ 
heave motions, the surge forces on the WECs and the perturbed wave field. As a result, our 
coupled CFD–motion solver proofs to be a suitable and accurate toolbox for the study of 
wave-structure interaction problems of multiple floating bodies in an array configuration. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Wave energy from ocean waves is captured by Wave Energy Converters (WECs) and 
converted into electrical power. In this study, WECs of the floating point absorber (FPA) type 
are selected. The numerically obtained viscous flow field around and the response of a single 
WEC unit have been validated with experimental data in previous work of the authors [1]. 
Now, this study focusses on the hydrodynamics around and the response of a small array of 
two and five WECs respectively. However, this is a starting point for wave farm modelling in 
which the interaction between a large number of closely spaced WECs will be analysed. 
The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) toolbox OpenFOAM [2] is used to study array 
effects in a numerical wave basin by solving the three dimensional flow field around and the 
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response of the WECs. Moreover, CFD is able to include viscous, turbulent and non-linear 
effects which may be absent in simplified radiation-diffraction models such as potential flow 
solvers based on boundary element methods. 
The main focus of the paper is put on the numerical simulation of several free decay tests 
using different array layouts. One WEC unit is initially placed out of equilibrium and 
released, leading to a damped oscillatory motion until all the forces acting on that WEC are in 
equilibrium. Moreover, the motion of the WEC generates radiated waves with decreasing 
wave heights away from the WEC. Those radiated waves initiate the motion of and a surge 
force on the neighbouring WECs in the array. Simulations are performed in order to compare 
the radiated wave field, the motion of and the surge force on the heaving WECs with 
experimental data measured in a wave basin. The purpose of the simulations is to demonstrate 
the ability of the coupled CFD–motion solver to simulate wave propagation of the radiated 
wave field in an array.  
The second part of the paper is dedicated to present CFD simulations of an array of two 
WEC units subjected to a specific regular wave train. Only the heave motion of the WECs is 
considered and together with the perturbed wave field validated against laboratory results.  
The capability of OpenFOAM to study wave-body interactions is already reported by [3]. 
An excellent description and comparison of the different numerical models for wave energy 
devices is provided in [4]. They mentioned that good agreements have been obtained between 
CFD and experimental results, demonstrating the feasibility of CFD simulations for wave 
energy applications. As mentioned before, simulations of a single WEC unit have been 
reported in previous work of the authors [1] but also in [5,6]. Numerical simulations of WEC 
arrays using simplified radiation-diffraction models have been published in [7–9]. However, 
CFD simulations of a WEC array have only been reported by a few researchers, e.g. [10,11]. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
In this study, experimental data is used from the WECwakes project [12] conducted in the 
shallow water wave basin of the Danish Hydraulics Institute (DHI; Hørsholm, Denmark). Up 
to 25 WEC units were installed in the basin, which has a length of 25 m and a width of 35 m. 
For all the tests, a constant water depth of 0.70 m was maintained in the basin. 
The WEC’s geometry is depicted in Figure 1. The WECs are characterised by a mass m of 
20.545 kg, a total height hWEC of 0.60 m, a diameter D of 0.315 m and a draft dWEC of 
0.315 m. At the top of the WEC, the power-take off (PTO) system is installed (Figure 1). The 
PTO force is applied to the buoy by mimicking a Coulomb damper using friction brakes 
(composed of two PTFE-blocks and four springs) between the float and the supporting axis. 
The enormous experimental database is of large interest for the validation and extension of 
different numerical models. In this paper, our coupled CFD–motion solver is validated by 
using the available experimental dataset generated during the WECwakes project. 
3 NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK 
Numerical modelling is performed for the study of individual WEC units configured in an 
array layout. The two-phase flow solver with dynamic mesh handling, interDyMFoam, is 
available in OpenFOAM to perform simulations of moving bodies installed in a numerical 
wave basin. 
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Figure 1: (a) Definition sketch of the cross section of a WEC unit; (b) photograph of a WEC unit within an array 
installed in the wave basin during the WECwakes project. Adopted from Stratigaki (2014). 
3.1 Flow solver 
Simulations of the two-phase flow field are performed by solving the incompressible 
RANS-equations, with a conservation equation for the Volume of Fluid (VoF) [13]. Turbulent 
effects are not dominating since the flow of the simulations presented is always characterised 
by a low Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) number. Therefore in the first instance, only laminar 
solutions are generated. However, in case turbulence plays a role, we refer to [14] on how to 
properly deal with turbulence near the air-water interface. 
For all simulations the following settings are used: central discretisation for the pressure 
gradient and the diffusion terms; TVD (total variation diminishing) schemes with a van Leer 
limiter [15] for the divergence operators; second order, bounded, implicit time discretisation; 
a maximum Courant number of 0.30. 
3.2 Computational domain 
All the numerical simulations are performed in a numerical wave basin which represents 
the experimental wave basin as good as possible. However, some simplifications are made in 
order to obtain reasonable simulation times. Firstly, a vertical symmetry plane through the 
centre of the WECs is implemented over the length over the basin, as indicated in Figure 2 for 
the 5WEC-array. This is justified because the WECs tested in this paper are all installed in the 
middle of the basin and no asymmetric effects are expected (low KC numbers). For the free 
decay test using five WECs, a symmetrical heave motion of WEC2 and WEC4 and WEC1 
and WEC5 is expected because the middle WEC (WEC3) is decaying and the spacing 
between the individual WECs is fixed to 5D. Therefore a second symmetry plane is 
implemented perpendicular to the first symmetry plane and through the centre of WEC3 (see 
Figure 2). Each boundary of the computational domain needs specific boundary conditions. 
(a)                                                                     (b) 
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We use the IHFOAM toolbox [16,17] to implement the wavemaker and absorbing beach in 
the experimental facility. The side wall of the numerical wave basin is sufficiently far enough 
from the array, > 8D, to neglect its influence on the hydrodynamics around the WECs. 
 
Figure 2: Plan view of the numerical wave basin for the 5WEC-array using two symmetry planes during a free 
decay test of WEC3. The red dots indicate the position of three wave gauges: WG9, WG10 and WG11. 
The numerical wave basin is represented by a structured grid consisting of only hexahedral 
cells with local refinements in the zones of interest (i.e. around the free water surface and the 
WECs). A longitudinal cross section of the numerical domain around the WEC array during a 
free decay test is depicted in Figure 3 for the 5WEC-array. The vertical grid resolution is 
about 1 cm in the zones of interest, which is sufficiently according to [1]. The horizontal cell 
size increases towards the boundaries of the wave basin in order to limit the number of cells. 
The only exception is for the simulation where regular waves are generated at the inlet, in that 
case the horizontal cell size is kept constant towards the inlet boundary only. The high aspect 
ratio observed for the cells above the decaying WEC is explained in the next paragraph. 
 
Figure 3: Cross section of the computational domain for the 5WEC-array (WEC3, WEC4 and WEC5), using 
two symmetry planes, during the initial condition of the free decay test of WEC3 (blue = water, grey = air). 
3.3 Rigid body motion 
 The CFD-fluid solver is coupled with a motion solver in order to simulate rigid body 
motions. Only the governing motion of the WEC’s behaviour is considered, the heave motion. 
During each time step in the transient simulation, an iterative procedure is needed to obtain a 
converged solution for both the fluid solver and the motion solver. We developed a method 
that accelerates this coupling procedure and hence reduces the amount of sub-iterations for 
each time step to four. The key ingredient of this method is a good estimator for the WEC’s 
hydrodynamic added mass [18]. 
A second order accurate Crank-Nicolson integration scheme is used to derive the new 
position of the WEC from its acceleration a. The acceleration itself is based on Newton’s 
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second law: F = m⋅a in which the force F is the sum of the pressure, shear and gravity forces 
acting on all the boundary faces of the WEC calculated with the fluid solver. The WEC’s 
mass m is determined using the procedure developed in [1]. 
In order to simulate multiple independently moving WECs in an array configuration, 
arbitrary mesh interfaces (AMIs) are implemented in order to create sliding meshes (see 
dashed vertical lines in Figure 4 for the case of two WEC units). These AMIs define a zone of 
cells around each WEC unit. In each zone, only the lowest and highest row of cells (see blue 
shaded boxes in Figure 4) are expanded or compressed according to the motion of the WEC 
unit located in that zone. This is implemented to prevent undesirable mesh deformation 
around the air-water interface, enhancing the accuracy of the solution. As a consequence, high 
aspect ratios are obtained for the distorted cells at specific time instants. However, those cells 
are not inside the zones of interest and will therefore not affect the accuracy of the 
simulations. All the variables solved with the flow solver, such as velocity, pressure and 
volume fraction, are interpolated over the AMIs. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: A definition sketch of two independently moving WECs inside a three-dimensional computational 
domain of hexahedral cells. Only the highest and lowest row of cells (blue shaded boxes) in a zone are distorted 
(expanded or compressed) according to the heave motion of the WEC located in that zone. In between the zones, 
AMIs are implemented to create sliding meshes (dashed lines). 
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Numerical simulations of a small array are performed for two free decay tests and a regular 
wave train. Firstly, a free decay test is performed for both a 2WEC-array and a 5WEC-array 
by pushing one WEC down, release it instantaneously and monitor the response of the WEC 
itself, and the neighbouring WEC(s). Secondly, regular waves are generated to obtain the 
response of a 2WEC-array and the resulting perturbed wave field.  
zone 1 zone 2 AMI 
WEC 1 
WEC 2 
AMI AMI 
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4.1 Free decay test using two WECs in a line, spacing = 5D 
During this first test using a 2WEC-array, WEC5 is lifted higher than its equilibrium 
position, released, and a free decay test is started. At a distance of 5D = 1.575 m, WEC4 is 
freely floating in the water and will heave due to the radiated waves generated by WEC5.  
In order to tune the numerical decaying motion to the experimental data, the methodology 
as reported in [1] is applied, resulting in a linear damper with a damping coefficient of 
1.86 kg/s for WEC5. For WEC4, a much larger damping coefficient equal to 40 kg/s is used 
(see next section using the 5WEC-array). The resulting heave motions for WEC5 (decaying) 
and WEC4 (freely floating) are presented in Figure 5. It is clearly shown that the decaying 
motion of WEC5 is identical for the numerical and experimental model during the first 10 
seconds. Thereafter, some small discrepancies are observed due to damping nonlinearities 
present during the experiments. It is however difficult to measure experimentally small heave 
motions due to friction of the bearings along the steel shaft (cfr. the WECwakes experiments). 
For WEC4, the resulting numerical heave motion is very small compared to the heave motion 
of WEC5. Unfortunately, the experimental recording failed for this test.  
 
Figure 5: Vertical position of WEC5 (top) and WEC4 (bottom) during a free decay test of WEC5 with respect to 
its equilibrium position (zWEC = 0 m) obtained with CFD (blue line) compared to experimental data (red line). 
Additionally, the surge (horizontal) force on WEC4 due to the radiated wave field is 
compared between the numerical and experimental model and depicted in Figure 6. Again, a 
good comparison is found between both models. It is important to note that we filtered out the 
noise in the time signals of the experimental force measurements using a bandpass filter. 
 
Figure 6: Surge force acting on WEC4 during a free decay test of WEC5 obtained with CFD (blue line) 
compared to the experimental determined surge force using two load cells after filtering the noise (red line). 
Finally, the radiated wave field is given in Figure 7 for both numerical and experimental 
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data using the three wave gauges shown in Figure 2. The maximum observed amplitude of 
these radiated waves is smaller than 1 cm. Despite these small-amplitude waves, both results 
are very similar. In the first 10 seconds of the signals, the amplitude as well the phase of the 
radiated wave field is modelled close to the experimental results. Thereafter, some deviations 
between both results are observed due to the different behaviour of the numerical and 
experimental boundary conditions responsible for the absorption of the radiated waves. 
 
Figure 7: Radiated wave field around the 2WEC-array during a free decay test of WEC5 obtained with CFD 
(blue line) compared to the experimental measurements (red line). 
4.2 Free decay test using five WECs in a line, spacing = 5D 
The next test comprises a free decay test of a 5WEC-array in which WEC3 is lifted higher 
than its equilibrium position, released, and a free decay test is started. As presented before in 
Figure 2, the 5WEC-array is simplified to a 2.5WEC-array using two symmetry planes. 
WEC4 and WEC5, at a distance of 5D and 10D respectively, are freely floating in the water 
and will move due to the radiated waves generated by the decaying motion of WEC3. 
The vertical position of WEC3 (decaying) and WEC4 and WEC5 (freely floating) are 
depicted in Figure 8 for both numerical and experimental data. As motivated in the previous 
paragraph, a linear damper is used for the three WECs simulated using a damping coefficient 
of 1.86 kg/s, 40 kg/s and 100 kg/s for WEC3, WEC4 and WEC5 respectively. The same 
conclusions are drawn for the decaying WEC3 as reported in the previous paragraph: a very 
good agreement is found between the numerical and experimental signal. Based on Figure 8, 
the values used for the linear damper of WEC4 and WEC5 are sufficiently accurate to obtain 
the same amplitudes in the time signal for both the numerical and experimental data. 
Interestingly, the damping coefficients for WEC4 and WEC5 are significantly larger than the 
one used for the decaying WEC3. As reported in [11], this is needed to take the influence of 
nonlinear stiction damping effects and bearing friction along the steel shaft into account for 
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small heave motions. It is also shown that the motion of WEC4 is closer to the experimental 
data compared to the motion of WEC5. This is due to the larger distance of WEC5 from the 
decaying WEC. Moreover, the experimental data reveal that the behaviour of WEC2 and 
WEC4 and WEC1 and WEC5 is not fully symmetrical. Additionally, the surge force on 
WEC4 and WEC5 due to the radiated wave field is compared between the numerical and 
experimental model and visualised in Figure 9. Again, a very good comparison is found 
between both models. Subsequently, the radiated wave field is given in Figure 10 for both 
numerical and experimental data using three wave gauges (see Figure 2). The maximum 
observed amplitude of these radiated waves is again smaller than 1 cm and a fair agreement is 
found between the numerical and experimental time series. 
 
Figure 8: Vertical position of WEC3 (top), WEC4 (middle) and WEC5 (bottom) during a free decay test of 
WEC3 with respect to its equilibrium position (zWEC = 0 m) obtained with CFD (blue line) compared to 
experimental data (green and red lines). 
 
Figure 9: Surge force acting on WEC4 and WEC5 during a free decay test of WEC3 obtained with CFD (blue 
line) compared to the experimental determined surge forces after filtering the noise (green and red lines). 
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Figure 10: Radiated wave field around the 5WEC-array during a free decay test of WEC3 obtained with CFD 
(blue line) compared to the experimental measurements (red line). 
4.3 Regular waves test using two WECs in a line, spacing = 5D 
The last test presented in this paper includes the generation of regular waves and subject 
them to the 2WEC-array. The waves have a height H equal to 0.074 m, a wave period T of 
1.26 s and are generated in a water depth d of 0.70 m. At the inlet, waves are generated using 
a second order Stokes theory and active wave absorption is turned on. For this simulation, a 
linear damper is used for both WECs with a damping coefficient of 1.86 kg/s. Moreover, a 
coulomb damper on each WEC is included because the PTO system was on during the 
experimental test. The PTO force is implemented in the numerical model as described in [12]:  
))((4))(( tvsigndxktvsignFF springspringPTO    (2) 
where v(t) is the WEC’s vertical velocity, μ = 0.17, dx = 30.5 mm and kspring = 0.14 N/mm. 
The heave motions of both WECs are visualised in Figure 11 for the numerical and 
experimental model respectively. It is observed that the numerical obtained heave motions are 
significantly larger, about 60 %, than the experimental results. Moreover, there is a time shift 
present in the signals for both WECs. Figure 12 presents the surge force acting on both WECs 
when subjected to a regular wave train. In contrast as observed for the heave motions, the 
numerical obtained surge forces are very similar to the experimental data. Lastly, the 
perturbed wave field (i.e. incident + diffracted + radiated wave field) is given in Figure 13 for 
both numerical and experimental data using three wave gauges (see Figure 2). The time 
signals confirm that an identical wave field is present in the numerical wave basin as observed 
during the experimental tests.  
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Figure 11: Vertical position of WEC4 (top) and WEC5 (bottom) during a regular wave test (H = 0.074 m, 
T = 1.26 s, d = 0.70 m) obtained with CFD (blue line) compared to the experimental heave motions (red line). 
 
Figure 12: Surge force acting on WEC4 (top) and WEC5 (bottom) during a regular wave test (H = 0.074 m, 
T = 1.26 s, d = 0.70 m) obtained with CFD (blue line) compared to the experimental measurements after filtering 
the noise (red line). 
As a conclusion, only a different behaviour in the WECs’ heave motions (amplitude + time 
shift) is observed between numerical and experimental data. Therefore, we assume that those 
discrepancies are mainly related to the different behaviour of the PTO system between the 
numerical and experimental model, which needs further investigation. 
5 RESEARCH TOPICS UNDER INVESTIGATION 
The topics listed below will be investigated in the near feature: 
- The sensitivity of the linear damper acting on each WEC unit; 
- The PTO force needs to be implemented precisely in the numerical model for an 
accurate representation of the spring system’s behaviour used during the experiments; 
- Regular waves cause a net horizontal force acting on the WEC units inducing an 
additional vertical damping force (coulomb damper) apart from the PTO force applied; 
- Including turbulent effects; 
- Simulations of different numbers of WECs arranged in various layouts. 
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Figure 13: Perturbed wave field around the 2WEC-array during a regular wave test (H = 0.074 m, T = 1.26 s, 
d = 0.70 m) obtained with CFD (blue line) compared to the experimental data (red line). 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented several cases of numerical simulations of two and five heaving WECs 
installed in an array lay-out in a numerical wave basin. Regarding the free decay tests, a very 
good agreement is obtained between numerical and experimental results for both a 2WEC-
array and a 5WEC-array. Not only the vertical position of the WECs and the surface 
elevations of the radiated wave field have shown an excellent agreement but also the surge 
force acting on the neighbouring WECs. Furthermore, simulations of an array of two WECs 
subjected to a specific regular wave train have returned promising results for its heave motion, 
the surge force on the WECs and the perturbed wave field around the WECs. 
The numerical results have shown that our coupled CFD–motion solver is a robust and 
suitable toolbox to study wave-structure interaction. Moreover, the coupled model is accurate 
to analyse the interaction between multiple WECs installed in an array configuration. In 
particular, the surge force on the WECs and the perturbed wave field have been modelled 
very well. Future improvements will include a more accurate modelling of the PTO system to 
enhance the prediction of the WECs’ heave motion. 
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